INTRODUCTION

1,2. MORPHOLOGY AND MORPHOSYNTACTIC (ANALYSIS) RULES
In METAL, morphological analysis is a recursive process of lookup and segmentation that scans input words from left to right in search of their component parts. This results in a set of possible interpretations which correspond to acceptable sequences of morphemes recognized in the word (3).
Words (or parts of complex words) which are not in the dictionary will be assigned the category UNK (for UNKnown). The morphemes that are the result of morphological analysis are then put in a chart structure for further processing by (morpho)synt~ctic rules. 
2• OFF-LINE DEFAULTING
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
The DEFAULTER system consists of three modules: These files can then be edited with any type of editor to correct and complete the entries before adding them to the lexicons. 
PROBLEMS WITH OFF-LINE DEFAULTING
ON-LINE DEFAULTING IN METAL:
PAST AND PRESENT (3) The parser will always try the three UNK-rewritlng rules (and call the guess-cat function at least three times with the same string), though only one of the three rules can succeed. Moreover, a possibly morphologically complex word is rewritten into a higher-level node without the grammar knowing about its component morphemes. 
SINGLE-CATEGORY DEFAULTING
SOME-CATEGORIES DEFAULTING
(defvar *DEF-DUTCH-ON-LINE-ENDINGS* (def-aort-endings-table
'(o..
("itGit" (NST (CAN "*") (ALO "*") (GD F) (CL S-0 P-EN) (DH DE)))) ("liJks" (AST ((CAN "*") (ALO "*")
(CL P-0 P-E)))) ("ieel" ((NST ((CAN "*") (ALO "*") (GD N) (CL S-0) (DH HIT) ) ) (AST ( (CAN "*") (ALO "*") (CL S-0) (DG SU)))))
The algorithm tries to match the unknown with the endings in the 
~q~OBLEMS WITH ON-LINE DEFAULTING
The very nature of the defaulting itself implies that it is not error-free.
Still, in many cases the number of exceptions to certain ending strings was rather limited, and mostly they could be accounted for by including a more specific (that is, a longer) ending string in the table.
In some cases, such a solution was not feasible, and the exceptions had to be entered into the dictionary. 
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